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Abstract 

This study made use of a correlational mixed-method design. It aimed to determine the level of barriers to science 
learning experienced by learners and its relationship to their science academic performance. The learners under study 
are those residing abroad or outside the city where the school is located and chose to remain in the online learning 
modality despite the implementation of limited-onsite and full-onsite learning modalities. A quantitative and a 
qualitative phase make up the study. The quantitative phase utilized data from 16 respondents that met the criteria set 
by the researcher. It reports that the level of barriers to learning science experienced by the learners ranges from a 
mean score of 1.50 (very low) to 2.88 (moderate) with an average of 2.08 (low). It is also apparent that the most 
significant barrier the learners experience is linked to time and support for studies (TSS) and academic skills (AS). 
Additionally, based on the results, the Pearson correlation coefficient is -.517, and the p-value is .040 with alpha 0.05. 
This data shows there is a significant relationship between the barriers to science learning experienced by learners 
online and their science academic performance. Hence, as the barriers to science learning experienced by learners 
online increase, their science academic performance decreases and vice versa. The qualitative phase utilized FGD and 
revealed the same results, supporting the quantitative results. 
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1. Introduction

The first quarter of 2020 has been very devastating to many sectors. Numerous businesses, including educational 
institutions, have closed as a result of the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2, or SARS-Cov-2, which 
causes the coronavirus illness 19, or COVID-19 [1]. This affected many people and billions of students’ education 
worldwide [2]; this further threat the declining science education in the Philippines [3]. 

Online learning has provided a great opportunity for learners and teachers to continue education wherever they are as 
long as there is an internet and a gadget. Such flexibility is the main selling point of this type of learning modality.  
However, Online learning is also confronted with challenges; learners have a hard time understanding what they read 
and retaining information; learners also have a hard time concentrating in class as a result of low motivation, less 
interaction, and less support to them [4]. Additionally, these challenges were exacerbated by the learners’ 
socioeconomic status making learning hard, uncertain, and ineffective [5].  The ineffectiveness of online learning was 
seen in the early stage of the pandemic when teachers and learners were not utterly ready for the change in modality. 
Nevertheless, many institutions have opted for online learning. After all, online learning has provided more flexibility 
in learning, especially at a time when mobility and physical interaction is highly restricted to keep human lives safe. [6] 
found that learners perceive online learning during the pandemic as good and helpful. Online learning is filled with 
several barriers this then affects the learning of the learners. The qualitative study of [7] reveals that learners still prefer 
traditional learning to the online modality. 
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To ensure that the education of many students will continue while we are battling the pandemic, many educational 
institutions, along with the Department of Education, have utilized distant learning modalities. Modular learning was 
the first modality used; however, problems arose as there was a lack of materials, teachers lacked training, the modules 
lacked validity, less supervision, and students had problems studying independently [8].  These severe issues were signs 
of the need to conduct a different modality to keep our students and teachers safe during the pandemic. The answer 
was Online Learning Modality.  

Online Modality is an instructional modality delivered through online platforms and can be a combination of 
synchronous and asynchronous activities [9]. Just as cities evolve into smarter places using new technologies for 
monitoring, analyzing, and planning to increase efficiency and quality of life [10], learners navigate their educational 
journey with similar principles. They attend online during synchronous sessions and interact using virtual calls with 
the teacher and their other classmates. Meanwhile, activities that learners should accomplish independently are 
performed during asynchronous sessions. Coordination, much like that needed between government and stakeholders 
to foster smart cities, is necessary to foster effective online learning environments, and robust economies and 
educational systems alike can drive the adoption of safer, smarter methods of operation. Online learning is also 
confronted with challenges like poor connectivity; learners have a hard time understanding what they read and 
retaining information; learners also have a hard time concentrating in class as a result of low motivation, less 
interaction, and less support to them [4] [11]. [5] argues that problems during online learning affect learning and are 
worsened by the socioeconomic status of the learners. Barriers to learning are also seen to affect science education since 
this requires more interactions and laboratory work.  

Nevertheless, online learning has provided more flexibility to education and is rather more effective than modular 
learning. Learners residing far away from schools can now study in institutions even if they are millions of kilometers 
away from the actual school. This calls for a need to study and ascertain the barriers that affect learners’ learning to 
enhance further the type of education provided to them. Hence, the gap that the researcher intends to fill with this study 
is to ascertain the level of barriers to learning science experience by learners residing far away from school and its 
relation to their academic performance in a time when blended and full onsite learning can already be implemented. 

This study aims to determine the barriers that inhibit online learners residing far away from school from learning 
science and what is its relationship to their science academic performance. This is beneficial in establishing online 
learning programs that will cater to learners who reside far because their parents wish to spend time and watch over 
the growth and development of their children. The study may also provide evidence for policy making and change for 
online learning programs.  Ascertaining the problems can help the educational sectors and their administrators make 
data-driven decisions that will increase learning in the online modality. 

2. Material and methods  

The methodology adopted for this study is a mixed-method approach that seeks to establish the correlation between 
the level of barriers to learning science and science academic performance. In ensuring a well-targeted selection of 
participants, a set of criteria was strictly followed. The respondents had to be enrolled in a fully online learning 
environment at the time of the study. Furthermore, only those living overseas or outside the city during the period of 
online learning were considered. This led to the purposeful selection of sixteen respondents for the quantitative phase 
and six for the qualitative phase of the study due to the unique nature and descriptions of such learners. 

In this study, the researcher utilized preconceived themes that were based on the study of [14]. The themes explored in 
this study include Academic Skills (AC), Lack of Concentration (LOC), Motivation and Interaction (MI), Cost and Access 
to the Internet (CAI), Technical Skills (TS), and Time and Support for Studies (TSS). AC refers to the extent to which the 
learners learn what was discussed during their online class. LOC refers to the challenges the learner encounters in 
concentrating during online class, this includes the extent to which they are easily distracted by their environment. MI 
refers to the challenges experienced by learners in isolation and in the motivation of attending the online class. CAI 
refers to internet accessibility and power interruptions. TS refers to the barriers experienced by learners in utilizing 
applications and the learning management system used by the school. TSS refers to the availability of feedback, 
communication with the teacher, length of time given for activities and availability of tools for learning. 

The primary instrument employed in this research was the Barriers to Learning Science Scale (BLSS), which was 
specifically designed for the study and administered through Google Forms. The score interpretation was adapted from 
the study by [12], with different ranges indicating varying levels of difficulty from Very Low to Very High. Concurrently, 
the Department of Education grade descriptor was adapted to provide qualitative descriptions of the learners' 
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quantitative grades, ranging from "Did Not Meet Expectations" for those scoring below 75% to "Outstanding" for scores 
above 90%. 

In order to collect data, an open-ended interview question was prepared, which the respondents answered through 
online interviews. To ensure the validity of the instrument, it was validated by four experts. This included two science 
experts to ensure that the content was exclusively related to science-based barriers and one language and one research 
expert to avoid double-barreled and ambiguous statements. 

Upon approval from the target school's principal, the data collection process commenced. The nature and aims of the 
study were communicated to the administration and participants, and grades were subsequently obtained from the 
school's registrar. The quantitative phase involved gathering respondents in a Google Meet session, where the study's 
purpose was explained, and their voluntary participation was emphasized. Instruction was given on how to answer the 
questionnaire through Google Forms. 

The qualitative phase consisted of a Focus Group Discussion (FGD) with six respondents gathered during their break to 
answer interview questions. The session was initiated with a prayer, after which the voluntary nature of participation 
and the recording process were conveyed. 

Data analysis involved both quantitative and qualitative approaches. The former involved descriptive and inferential 
statistical tools, with mean scores computed to identify the barriers to online science learning using descriptors adapted 
from [12] study. Pearson correlation was used to identify the relationship between the level of barriers to learning 
science and academic performance. For the qualitative phase, a thematic analysis was applied to pinpoint patterns and 
recurring themes in the learners' responses. Comparisons of transcripts were made, assigning them to pre-determined 
themes based on their relatedness in properties and dimensions. 

Ethical considerations were given paramount importance, with the nature of the study and its aims clearly 
communicated to the respondents. Participation was voluntary, and anonymity was maintained. No judgments or 
persecutions were made against learners who chose not to participate. Prior to data collection, assent from the 
respondents, consent from parents, and permission from school administrators was secured. 

3. Results and discussion  

To answer research question one (1), the researcher calculated the mean of each item in the instrument. Based on the 
data gathered, the level of barriers to learning science experienced by the learners ranges from a mean score of 1.50 
(very low) to 2.88 (moderate), with an average of 2.08 (low). It is also apparent that the greatest barrier the learners’ 
experience is linked to time and support for studies (TSS), specifically on the item “I have no alternative material/tools 
that I can use in place of a laboratory apparatus.” and on lack of concentration (LOC) specifically on the item “I feel 
sleepy in the entire class hours.” Which has gained the same mean score of 2.88 (moderate).  The second highest barrier 
experienced by the learners is linked with motivation and interaction (MOI), specifically on the item “I feel far away 
from my classmates and teacher.” And the third highest barrier experienced by the learners is linked with their academic 
skills (AS), specifically on the item “I do not understand the laboratory activity when I do it alone.” 

Based on the average of each theme, it is also apparent that the highest average mean score is garnered by the time and 
support for studies (TSS), followed by lack of concentration (LOC), motivation and interaction (MOI), and academic 
skills (AS). 

To answer the researcher question three (2), the researcher utilized Pearson correlation to determine if there is a 
correlation between the level of barriers experienced by the learners and their science academic performance using 
IBM SPSS Statistics 25. Based on the results, the Pearson R coefficient is -.517 and the p-value is 0.040 with alpha 0.050. 
This data reveals that there is a significant relationship between the barriers to science learning experienced by learners 
online and their science academic performance. Additionally, there is a negative relationship between the level of 
barriers to science learning experienced by the learners and their science academic performance. Therefore, the 
researcher concludes that as the barriers to science learning experienced by learners’ online increase, their science 
academic performance decreases and vice versa. 

The qualitative phase reveals that the greatest barriers that the learners experience is linked with Cost and Access to 
the Internet (CAI), sample response given by the respondents includes “Sometimes it lags, or we cannot hear the 
teacher” which then affects the continuity of the discussion as elaborated “I find it hard to understand my teacher 
because his voice is always choppy and is always lagging.” Furthermore, one of the respondents agreed by saying, “My 
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understanding gets fuzzy sometimes” another respondent agreed by saying, “Sometimes, when the teacher explains 
something online what we are going to do with (a) specific activities, sometimes they lag, so I do not understand what 
they are trying to say or explain.”  

Additionally, besides CAI, another barrier to learning experienced by learners is linked with Time and Support for 
Studies (TSS) sample response includes “Sometimes, since some science lessons involve actual experiments and doing 
said experiments in the online medium is either a hassle or cannot be done.” another respondent agreed by saying “it is 
kind of hard to learn sometime, usually they just tell us to do something. The instructions are clear, but sometimes it 
gets confusing for me”.  Furthermore, another barrier to learning science online is also linked to Academic Skills (AS). 
This coincides with the results of [13] in which the study revealed that the most common challenges online learners 
face are in their competency, in this case, the Academic Skills of the learners. 

Learners experience several barriers to learning in an online class setup. This was apparent in the results of the data. 
Further, support is a necessary ingredient for learning. However, learners are so isolated from their teachers, limiting 
the support they may provide in the learning process; giving learners enough time and support by making them realize 
that materials at home may be used to facilitate learning and in their process of understanding the lesson discussed. 
Further, learners’ concentration is also compromised as they are only staring at a device and is surrounded by many 
distractions and diversion, which affects the continuity of what they are learning; hence, if parents want their children 
to attend online class in events when on-site is not an option, they must ascertain that the learners have a quiet place 
for the class sessions and teachers must implement rules and routines for learners to follow utilized activities that are 
enough for learners to concentrate given their span of attention at the same time fitted with the learning style of the 
learners, differentiated learning may be used in this case.  

Actions and solutions to eliminate or lessen the barriers to science learning are imperative to guarantee that online 
learning will be as effective as traditional learning, as barriers to science learning are inversely proportional to the 
learners' academic performance. This is important as we are now transitioning to a more open type of education in 
which we explore several types of learning modality that suits our needs, capacities, and necessities. 

4. Conclusion 

Based on the data gathered, the following conclusions are drawn; firstly, the greatest barrier to online science learning 
experienced by the learners, as revealed by the quantitative and qualitative phases, is linked with time and support for 
studies (TSS) and academic skills (AS). Additionally, the qualitative phase has also revealed that the learners experience 
high barriers to learning linked with cost and access to the internet (CAI). 

 Lastly, there is a significant relationship between the barriers to science learning experienced by learners online and 
their science academic performance. Hence, as the barriers to science learning experienced by learners online increase, 
their science academic performance decreases and vice versa. 
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